JGB Enterprises

RENTAL, CONSTRUCTION & MUNICIPALITIES PRODUCTS

JGB Enterprises

JGB is proud of the high quality hose, fittings, & hose assemblies that we offer to the contractor & “do-it-yourselfer”. For over 30 years JGB has served the farm, rental, construction & municipality markets by providing hose solutions to customers across the nation. We look forward to being your “hose and fittings connection”.

JGB EAGLE FLO Blue PVC Discharge Hose
2” to 12”, light duty water discharge coupled with MxF water shanks or cam-locks.

JGB Eagle Gray PVC Discharge Hose
2” to 4”, Medium duty PVC discharge hose coupled with MxF water shanks or cam-locks.

JGB Eagle Red PVC HD Discharge Hose
2” to 4”, Heavy duty discharge hose, premium quality PVC tube and cover with a thicker wall allowing for higher working pressures and better abrasion resistance. Coupled MxF water shanks or cam-locks.

Green PVC Suction Hose
2” to 4”, Standard duty PVC general purpose suction and transfer hose. Coupled MxF water shanks or cam-locks.

Green/Black EPDM Suction Hose
2” to 4”, Heavy Duty, Smooth EPDM tube with corrugated polyethylene exterior helix, All-weather liquid suction and transfer hose. Coupled MxF water shanks or cam-locks.

Standard Rubber Suction Hose
2” to 4”, Heavy Duty EPDM tube and cover construction for the toughest jobs. Coupled MxF water shanks or cam-locks.
**JGB Eaglewash-I**
3/8” x 50’, specially designed for use on pressure washer machines with working pressures up to 4000 psi and temperatures up to 300°F. Eaglewash-I is 1 wire braid reinforced and crimped to manufacturer specifications. Available in gray, blue, or black.

**JGB Eagle Shop Air Hose**
3/8” x 50’, 300 psi, economical general purpose hose for industrial air service, compressor lines, pneumatic tools, low pressure spray and many other applications where the need for oil resistance is moderate. Coupled 1/4” NPT.

**Made in the USA Jackhammer Hose**
3/4” x 50’, economically priced Made In The USA Jackhammer Hose Assembly. The assembly is available coupled with Campbell AM6 Universal Couplings.

**Eagle Contractor’s Water Hose**
Traditional rubber water hose coupled with standard, solid brass, MxF Garden Hose Thread (GHT) fittings.

**EZ Kote Airless Paint Spray Hose**
Special construction offers extreme flexibility and a pressure rating of 3300 PSI. All assemblies come with spring guards. Coupled NPSM.

**Farm Tank Hose**
Economical hose designed for use in agricultural, industrial, and construction maintenance applications to dispense gasoline, kerosene, and oil from farm barrel-type, hand-crank pumps where UL approval is not needed.

**Suction Discharge Pump Hose Kit**
This all-in-one pump hose kit comes complete with everything needed to retrofit your pump. The Kit includes 20’ green PVC suction hose, 50’ blue PVC discharge hose, & one round hole strainer. Available in 2”, 3” and 4”.
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**WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm**
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov